ABSTRACT

There are many sources of change within the domain of home care. People have changing needs, beliefs, and preferences regarding their care plan and how they might want to interact with existing and emerging home care technologies. The devices and services available to the user are likely to change over time depending on a person’s capabilities or location within the home and the current devices and services available. The resulting interaction methods can therefore also change in accordance with the room location, available devices or displays, or preferred modalities.

Home care systems therefore need to offer configuration possibilities that support this change. Computer systems offer methods and tools to support configuration in the short term, but do not provide mechanisms for supporting configuration over both short and long term. This paper presents an approach that addresses this issue in the home care domain by integrating methods for interaction requirements engineering with system support for turning those requirements into a working configuration. Both the methods and system support are designed to address a gradual process of change – ‘interaction evolution’ in home care. We present the key features of our approach using a home care scenario and consider our progress to date in implementing and validating the approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An increasing number of people coping with a variety of illnesses, impairments or disabilities (age related or otherwise) prefer to stay in their own home to receive care [4]. This is both socially beneficial - they can remain in a familiar environment, close to family and friends - and economically beneficial – it is costly and impractical to provide sufficient specialized care facilities given the increasing ageing population [14].

Technology can be used to support health and social care at home. We refer to a home care system as the technology used to support and realise activities within a network of care; including providing the means to collect, distribute, analyse and manage care related information [12]. Such technology typically includes sensors, devices, displays, data, networks, and computing infrastructures.

Traditionally home care systems have been used to monitor situations in the home such as someone being immobile or incapable and therefore requiring outside intervention [14]. Greater networking capability has increased the potential for users to send and receive important care information from their own home to friends and family or to health and social care professionals involved in their care. This may encourage and support self care and the use of health indicators in preventative health management [4]. The potential for home care systems to enable and improve people living at home with care conditions still has to be realised.

Living in the home, and managing health and well being, has unique interaction problems. Our homes can be a highly personalized environment where generically configured devices or systems may be unacceptable, regardless of their potential clinical or well being benefits. It is an environment often shared with our spouse, family, friends and visitors and therefore it is likely in the home care context that user requirements are subject to both change and conflict over time [6], [17]. Changing needs may be as a result of changes in medical conditions, new devices becoming available, family circumstances, what people believe and the way they prefer to or are able to behave and interact with the home care system.

This paper describes the main features of home care that are sources of change (Section 2) and argues that new methods need to be developed to support the dynamic nature of home care systems. Our overall approach is to treat the problem as one of both requirements and system (configuration) evolution. By linking the two aspects via a single unified model, we assert that it is easier to provide rich and appropriate system support for the complex human-facing task of identifying, reflecting on, choosing and reviewing interaction configuration choices. We set out our process model for interaction evolution (Section 3) and identify a set of features needed from a requirements engineering point of view.
support interaction evolution (Section 4). We then go on to describe the related system model that makes possible generic and integrated computer-based support for interaction evolution (Section 5). The paper finishes with some brief comments on progress so far in implementing a working concept demonstrator and our validation of the approach (Section 6).

2. COMPLEX AND DYNAMIC FEATURES OF HOME CARE SYSTEMS

2.1. The network of care

Home care systems can involve multiple users and/or multiple stakeholders. There are likely to be partners living in the same space, friends and family living elsewhere who are involved in care or interested in its status, visiting medical personnel such as community nurses and remotely located medical staff, such as a consultant in a clinic that the patient visits [12]. We refer to these people as stakeholders if they have a direct or indirect interest in how the system works, how the system is used, or the data it generates or provides. Many stakeholders may need or want to come in to contact with the data or devices of the home care system themselves directly either in the clients home or remotely. In this case, these stakeholders also have to be considered potential end users of the home care system. Stakeholders would also include external agencies responsible for designing, installing, maintaining and prescribing the available equipment and/or changes in legislation or policy on how the devices or services can be prescribed and used.

It is likely that with multiple occupants in the home, multiple end users, and multiple stakeholders that people’s needs, perspectives and accountabilities [7], [9] will differ and in addition might change over time as the condition of the person and the possible behaviours of the systems change. A system’s configuration may be acceptable for some but not for others. For example, the user may wish to receive messages and alerts presented by speech, but this might be annoying and disruptive to the carer if delivered via loudspeakers while they are in the home. Similarly, information provided on a television might either be disruptive of TV use by others in the household or it might allow private and potentially embarrassing health information to be read by others.

This can result in complex, dynamic and potentially conflicting needs and requirements and therefore novel methods are needed for identifying, negotiating, and resolving these changing requirements and interaction needs as the stakeholders interact with and use the home care system.

2.2. Care needs and conditions

It is common in an ageing population that the people being cared for will have a cluster of conditions to manage [4], some of which might interact with each other. This means that a home care system must be capable of dealing with decisions on which rules to follow if health indicators from different conditions or symptoms are conflicting with each other. There is of course the added problem that conditions are not only multiple within one person but can be spread between the persons living within the home.

Users of home care technologies can be of any age and ability but a large number of users are either elderly, or have physical, sensory or cognitive impairments, or some combination of these factors. This results in a user group that should be offered appropriate choices of both traditional and novel methods of interacting with the technology and the information. Offering choices of modalities and interaction is desirable and yet not necessarily straightforward to solve. It is necessary therefore, that home care systems should be able to support preferences and capabilities that vary both between users and as care needs change.

2.3. Available devices and services

Home care systems should be capable of providing implicit, multimodal, and non-standard means of interacting to facilitate a more natural user experience. This is likely to include the use of speech and non-speech audio [13], graphical output delivered via mobile devices or digital television, gesture input and tactile output. Allowing users the choice of various modalities for different interaction tasks in different contexts is important [13]. Knowing which combination of these to use at any one time for any one purpose is not straightforward.

New devices and services may become available purely as the person’s context or location changes within the home. Presenting information to the television for example makes more sense in the living room than in the bathroom and presenting information to a loudspeaker makes more sense if there is a person who prefers speech output and there is no other audio output to that device at that time. So, as new devices and services become available, the user must be made aware of these and offered ways to interact with these devices and/or services.

2.4. A home care scenario

In order to illustrate our suggested methods to support interaction evolution, we will use the following home care scenario. This scenario has been used previously in stakeholder engagement within the MATCH project and has been validated by social care professionals, assistive technology technicians, and policy makers.

“Fred and Shirley have been married and living together for 50 years. Both are now in their 70’s and are living with care needs in their own home. They have a daughter Fiona and a son Robert. Fiona has three young children and lives an hour away by car. Robert lives in Australia and calls them once a week to see how they are doing.

Shirley has worsening arthritis and is no longer able to move around the house easily. She relies on Fred for tasks such as turning on the fire, closing the curtains and most household chores. Fred recently had a stroke. He is still physically fit but has become more forgetful since the stroke. Shirley has to remind him how to prepare the food and when to take his medication. Fred is also hard of hearing and Shirley often has to shout to be heard by Fred. This is becoming increasingly annoying for both of them.

Fred rarely goes out as he is worried about leaving Shirley on his own. He usually manages to go to the local shops every day and takes his mobile phone so that he can call Shirley if he needs to.

Shirley enjoys watching TV and reading while Fred enjoys singing and bowling with his local group when he gets the chance.

Fiona visits once a week and brings the shopping. The social care worker also comes once a week and has offered them additional help with their shopping and household chores but Shirley and Fred are happy doing things for themselves for now. They keep in touch with friends by phone and sometimes manage out to the social events at Fred’s bowling club to meet up with friends”.
3. INTERACTION EVOLUTION

Given the multiple aspects of change presented in Section 2, home care systems should be able to adapt to dynamically changing requirements of the client themselves, other relevant stakeholders and the situation of use. Allowing different users the choice of interaction methods for different tasks in different contexts is important. Previous work has focused on dealing with short-term changes within a home environment such as context aware systems [18, 2] that react to situational changes. There is a gap in the literature of methods for supporting longer term configuration.

In this paper we refer to the concept of interaction evolution in a home care system. The concept of evolution we use here is influenced by Dourish [5], MacLean [10] and Fickas [6]. Each of these authors identifies the ability to evolve, tailor and design a system by the user as a necessary feature for acceptance within the home. We define interaction evolution as multiple related instances of interaction configuration (customisation or personalisation) that have a directed goal to change some aspect of the system. For example, an elderly user might develop a visual impairment (e.g., cataracts) that requires a reduction in dependency on conventional visual displays. Over time the visual capacity of the user might deteriorate, perhaps resulting in the invalidation of the current configuration choice.

Interaction configurations range from automatically-generated rapid changes based on context to a process of modification driven by regular human reassessments of the system and its effectiveness. Figure 1 illustrates a sampling of this “configuration space”. Our approach is intended to address the full range of choices that can be made within this space.

![Figure 1. Techniques within the Configuration Space](image)

**Figure 1. Techniques within the Configuration Space**

We model the process of evolution as one or more potentially linked configurations, each of which consists of the following stages which will often occur iteratively:

- identification of opportunities for change
- reflection on alternatives
- decision-making
- implementation

Figure 2 shows this process as a spiral. The first configuration (1) shown by a solid line, shows a configuration which has gone through one and a half iterations while the second (2) indicated with a dotted line, shows another configuration that has only just been identified and the alternatives are under investigation. As shown in the figure it is possible to have multiple configuration processes underway at the same time at different stages of evolution. We now consider each of these stages in turn.

![Figure 2. Process of Interaction Evolution](image)

**Figure 2. Process of Interaction Evolution**

### 3.1. Identify opportunity for change

For a home care system to evolve it is necessary to be able to identify opportunities for changing the devices and techniques the system uses to interact with the user. An opportunity in this sense can be thought of as a defect in the requirements for the system or in its realisation of the requirements. These opportunities are of many types, ranging from rapidly changing circumstances (e.g., ambient noise level) that need a rapid, probably automated change through slowly emergent conditions that require rigorous (human) analysis and gradual resolution (e.g., deterioration of sight).

### 3.2. Reflect / judge alternatives

Once an opportunity for change has been identified, it is necessary to characterise the potential options for taking advantage of it. As with the opportunities themselves, the identification, characterisation and analysis of the options may be straightforward and automatable (e.g., presenting information to the user via the output devices currently nearest to them) or it may be complex, difficult to describe and evaluate (e.g., determining the alternatives for delivering a medical alert to a patient with progressive ocular deterioration) perhaps needing the involvement of experts as well as decision-support tools.

Since a home care system is inherently multi-user it may also be necessary to support collaboration between various stakeholders and assist in the description and negotiation of acceptable choices in different contexts.

### 3.3. Make decision / implement

After reflection has taken place it is necessary to make a decision about whether a reconfiguration will take place, and if so what form it will take.
Both the decision itself and the resulting configuration may be deferred until a later time - that is, the opportunity for configuration may be identified and recorded but the actual configuration does not take place until a later point in time. This may be required in a situation where the user is currently busy and a change in modalities or interaction style would be a distraction to the task at hand. Alternatively, as in the visual deterioration case, the opportunity may be known (e.g., the rate of deterioration may be predictable) resulting in a plan for future reflection and decision-making.

Decision-making, like reflection/analysis, may involve multiple agents and hence multiple criteria.

3.4. Iterate / repeat
This entire process of handling change is iterative and ongoing to support evolution of interaction.

People do not necessarily know in advance which interaction techniques and devices will and will not work in different circumstances and may need to try it first before deciding. This implies that each iteration would include an evaluation phase as part of identification of opportunities for change to determine if the new configuration meets the needs of the users better than it did previously. The users would typically have to be involved in this step to make this judgment.

As should be evident from this overview, the process is best viewed as a collaborative activity involving multiple human stakeholders interacting with the system itself (the target of change) and potential computer-based support tools. For that reason, we have adopted an approach that attempts to link these aspects via a common model. In order to illustrate this integration in the rest of the paper, we use the following scenario.

4. REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING FOR INTERACTION EVOLUTION
For the human-facing aspect of interaction evolution, we believe that novel or adapted Requirements Engineering (RE) methods offer a fruitful approach. The key to this claim lies in the provision of dynamically adaptive interaction frameworks that enable the realisation of these requirements via selection and configuration of components; this will be discussed further in Section 5.

However, most existing RE methods fail to offer the flexibility required in the home care domain. With people’s care needs and living circumstances potentially changing over time, and the complex network of care that can influence the system requirements, RE methods need to be modified to cater for a combination of (1) multiple distributed and possibly conflicting stakeholder needs and (2) longer term configuration and evolution of these needs. The rest of this section sets out a set of requirements for home care requirements engineering, based on investigations we have carried out of current practice and needs in the home care domain.

Above all, RE methods should be capable of monitoring and adapting requirements [6] over longer periods of time as a person’s care and living circumstances change. Requirements can and should be revisited to identify possible change or conflict. Decisions made on how the system should be set up or behave when the technology is first prescribed by the social worker may not necessarily remain supported as the person interacts with the device or system and realises that something about their care condition, their living space, or their relationships means that their initial requirements and needs have changed.

Ways to identify change may include (1) technology no longer being used or being used inconsistently, (2) a change in a person’s care regime or medical condition, (3) a change in the living space and those sharing that space, or (4) a planned care meeting at a pre-prescribed point of time. If any of these things occur, original requirements can be reconsidered to see if recasting them would improve interaction with the home care system and/or the person’s health and well being.

The following is a list of features that should be included or supported in RE methods [11] that allow for interaction evolution. We will use the home care scenario presented in Section 2.4 to indicate how this can be achieved.

1. Identification of and engagement with appropriate stakeholders to elicit high quality requirements.

Appropriate methods for engagement with all stakeholders need to be explored further [11], [15]. Traditional focus groups and interview methods can be useful, especially with older home users. Fred and Shirley’s social care workers on the other hand may want a more formal and metric way to record their requirements and prescribe the technology in conjunction with the engineers and designers of the assistive technology. Scenarios and role playing can also be useful when multiple stakeholders with varying backgrounds and experience are involved [15]. Novel methods have also been explored such as live interactive theatre which allows multiple stakeholders with differing levels of expertise, backgrounds and goals to state and discuss requirements using live acted out care scenarios [15].

2. Participatory elicitation and negotiation.

As many of the people involved in Fred and Shirley’s network of care as possible should be invited to contribute their requirements at an early stage before the prescription of technology. Early potential conflicts can be identified and potentially resolved socially during care plan meetings with social and health care professionals. Shirley and Fred should be able to state what they want the technology to do for them and professionals should be able to describe and demonstrate the devices, services, and interaction methods available to them.

3. Distributed elicitation and negotiation.

Given the wide range of stakeholders identified [12] it is likely that many of them will be distributed in both time and space. So remotely located care staff or friends and family involved or interested in Fred and Shirley’s care should be able to express their requirements for inclusion in the negotiation from their offices or home if necessary; Shirley’s consultant across the city and Fred’s son in Australia can both potentially be included in the requirements capture.

4. Iteration affording rounds of eliciting, balancing and validating requirements.

In addition, all stakeholders should be able to restate their requirements over time as their needs or preferences change. So as Shirley’s arthritis worsens speech input can be used instead of a touch screen for example (a change of interaction device and technique). And as Fred’s memory declines, he can request increasing frequency of medication reminders (a modification of an existing technique).
(5) Prioritisation or weighting of requirements.

Different stakeholders may need to be given different priorities at different times depending on the context. If the client is perceived to be at risk to themselves or others, for example, then the social care or health care professionals’ requirements may be weighted as higher than normal. If usability and acceptability is perceived to be the main factor in the introduction of a new device or interaction methods then the clients requirements may be given a higher weighting.

(6) Retention and traceability of requirements over time.

RE tools should support logging of the interaction requirements and allow appropriate ways for users to review previous and current requirements and their realisations (i.e., the implemented techniques). It might be beneficial for example to see which requirements have and have not been satisfied or to be able to try out a current requirement realisation. This could act as a tool to support traceability of a user’s changing care needs over time and could be used in conjunction with the care assessment. This would be useful to evaluate and assess appropriate (and inappropriate) prescription of technologies.

(7) Annotation of requirements to enable both negotiation and traceability.

A tool for actually annotating the requirements either at the time of capture, at the time of change, or both, could also assist in assessing the success or failure of the assistive technology [3]. Allowing stakeholders to attach rationale to their decisions can support the negotiation process. For example, as Fred states his desire for ‘medication reminders’ he can annotate this with other assumptions and constraints such as ‘must remind me more than once as I am always unsure if I got the first message’, ‘must be presented to the TV if possible as I find that the most useful way to make me remember’ and ‘send it to my mobile phone if I am not near the TV as I often go out to the shops just after lunch before my pill is due’.

(8) Identification and categorisation of requirements conflict.

Stakeholders will have different needs of and expectations of the home care system depending on their background and their motivations. For example, an Occupational Therapist for Shirley might see getting her more mobile as the main priority whereas a clinician might see the main priority as reducing her pain. Shirley’s main motivation on the other hand might be neither of these. She may see independence as her primary requirement.

(9) Resolution of requirements conflict.

There should be a facility to support the negotiation of multiple requirements. This could be achieved for example by revealing each other’s requirements in order that different perspectives can be explained and empathised with. Or it might be dealt with by assigning weights or priorities to different stakeholders and a tool could reason about the conflicting set of requirements. Outcome measures may need to be socially negotiated as the best clinical outcome might not always be preferred over the best well being outcomes.

(10) Correlation with other processes and work practices such as care assessment.

Given the constraints on resources of health and social care professionals, any tools or methods introduced must be perceived as beneficial in the first instance. They must also be perceived as having little or no impact on workload and time. Requirements methods should be lightweight enough to be easy to use yet rigorous enough to provide all the features mentioned. An added benefit of such tools is the ability to aid assessment and audit of the prescribed technology. For instance, it can capture what is prescribed and why and it can track changes in technology prescription and use as care need change.

5. SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR INTERACTION EVOLUTION

Our systems approach is to model both long term and short term changes within a unified model in order to support both types of change and to link them with the requirements engineering methods and techniques discussed in Section 4. In this way, the system should be able to identify and reason about change and/or support human reasoning, and offer configuration options to suit and therefore support the evolution of interaction.

5.1. Identify opportunities for change

We need to be able to identify the opportunities for change within a system. This can include identifying the devices that are available, which are currently in use and which have been added and removed recently to the home care system, as well as the available interaction methods or modality choices.

We define a candidate for configuration as a combination of devices, interaction techniques, modalities used and supporting components required to instantiate a new configuration. It is possible to determine the candidates for configuration by using a service discovery subsystem to detect which devices are available to the system at any given time. Ontology based service discovery systems [21] can provide additional reasoning on the devices available to allow for semantic knowledge about devices to be modelled directly within the service discovery system.

This style of service discovery works by allowing devices to register their availability as well as meta-data about the component such as its purpose or the ways in which it can be used. This service discovery allows the system to determine the set of opportunities for change based on device availability.

5.2. Reflect/Judge alternatives

Once the options for change have been discovered it is necessary to reason about the available options and determine their suitability. We will discuss some exemplar types of reasoning here referring to the example scenario presented in Section 2.4.

In a homcare environment it is likely that users will have preferences for which devices or styles of interaction to use, but in a multi-user environment it is likely that Fred and Shirley will not have the same preferences all the time or in the same circumstances. Thus it is necessary to be able to model decision making based on potentially conflicting viewpoints on how to accomplish a task.

Fred and Shirley have different capabilities for interaction – Fred has difficulty hearing while Shirley has limited mobility. In this
case speech dialogue based interactions may make sense for Shirley as it eliminates problems with physically interacting with a homecare system but may be an inappropriate choice for Fred. These conditions are also likely to change over time and will need to be revisited periodically or when events force a change and this must be supported as an additional interaction within the system.

When a visitor is present, such as Fiona or the social care worker, this contextual change will affect the choice of method of delivering information to the couple. Reminders about medication or household chores may need to be suppressed while other people are present in the home – this problem is exacerbated when the information to be presented to the occupants is of a confidential or embarrassing nature. This requires that contextual information be included in the decision making process. To support these, and other, types of decision that would need to be made we argue that it is necessary to provide support for several different techniques for configuration which allow these decisions.

It must be possible for a user to manually configure interaction such that they are the ultimate arbitrator over a configuration and can have the maximum level of control at the expense of dynamic adaptability. It must also be possible to include several analytical reasoning components which operate over the set of possible configurations. Examples of these might be location, preferences or contextual results such as ambient environmental factors which can be directly measured, analysed and decided upon. It must also be possible to include techniques which interact with the user on an ongoing basis to maintain relevance as opposed to a “fire and forget” configuration which would become less appropriate as conditions changed.

It may be possible to assess alternatives based on a record of their previous usage (e.g., identifying alternatives that have proved successful or otherwise in similar circumstances). This may be based on logging of user-system interactions or a record of special events of interest (indicators of satisfaction or dissatisfaction) about the current configuration. In addition to using this information to evaluate alternatives, it may also be the basis of further evaluation, trying out new configurations on an experimental basis.

Collaborative techniques, ranging from collaborative filtering [8] to negotiated choices between interested parties, are clearly important in a multiuser home and it is necessary to support this ability to allow for conflicting sets of values to be combined to decide on the best configuration to use.

We discussed several techniques in this section that range from fully manual techniques with no user interaction to techniques which involve ongoing interaction with the user as their primary concern. Clearly not all of these techniques are appropriate in every situation but we regard the ability to allow for a range of manual and automatic reasoning techniques as a minimum requirement for an effective decision on the correct configuration to use in making both short and long term changes.

To do this we propose that a selection of these techniques may be present at any one time within a homecare system, of which only some may be used. Each technique could derive its preferences and provide its rankings of the suitability of a configuration to a central configuration manager which can combine the votes to produce a solution.

This approach shares some similarities with the process of voting in an election. There are many voters, each with different ideas of how things should work and who have each used different techniques to arrive at their conclusions. These votes will be in conflict with each other and some may be wrong or inappropriate choices for the situation. Likewise, homecare systems have multiple users with different ideas and some votes may be submitted by automated techniques as delegated to by human voters and different techniques can be used to derive votes.

5.3. Make decision/implement

Since the act of choosing an interaction style inherently involves conflict between different parties a voting system is the natural choice of modelling this as it is the current standard for resolving these issues in the real world.

Multiple voters would be present in a home care system and their votes must be combined to make a choice of interaction. To do this we propose the use of a technique similar to electoral systems, which may be based on modern voting systems, which are capable of taking the votes and choosing the winner(s) of an election.

Using this approach allows us to combine the votes from various sources, even if they are conflicting or contradictory, and determine a solution.

As with real election systems there are different benefits and drawbacks resulting from the choice of voting system used to combine votes. Common issues arising from voting system are preventing dictatorship of one voter, maintaining pareto efficiency and independence of irrelevant alternatives. However, we are not necessarily limited by the same constraints – for example in some situations it may be the case that one voter’s opinion actually does matter more than others.

To cope with the issues presented by different types of voting system we propose that the electoral system itself would also be dynamic and there may be multiple such systems in use at the same time – both as multi stage elections as well as separate elections for different interaction tasks.

Unlike a traditional election system we can also choose which voters are allowed to vote in a particular election allowing the choice of which decision making techniques to use.

We believe that this offers a rich representation of the different techniques involved in the decision making process and allows a natural expression of how each participant in a situation is treated.

5.4. Iterate/repeat

Over time new criteria will emerge that will need to be reasoned about in order to choose the best candidate for configuration, examples of these might include new people or devices moving into the home or a change in what aspects of the candidates are really important. To do this it must be possible to add new techniques or change the techniques in use within the home, we approach this by allowing additions or removals from the active election models at runtime.

The concept of ongoing re-evaluation, discussed previously, requires a process of evolution to improve the situation over time and through changing circumstances. To accommodate this it must be possible to decide when it is appropriate to perform these evolutionary steps. It may be desirable to change the active configuration as soon as a new device or context change occurs, but in some circumstances it may be desirable to limit the number of changes that take place or to cause them to occur at a fixed time or after a certain other event has taken place.
We model this by allowing voters to change their mind on how they wish to cast their votes and signal this as a notification to the election system. The election system may then immediately call a new election or may instead impose limitations on the frequency of re-elections.

As this approach is continual and applied on an ongoing basis this allows for an iterative decision making process to support evolution of interaction within the home. This design for system support builds upon the ideas for evolution as multiple related instances of personalization or customization by allowing for multiple instances of reflection and judging of alternatives performed by voters which are capable of individually reasoning over the candidates for evolution which are then combined to allow for decision making to take place.

6. PROOF OF CONCEPT AND VALIDATION

As a concept demonstrator we have designed a home care system framework that incorporates both support for an evolutionary requirements process and software components to support the dynamic nature of home care systems and the interaction evolution as described in Section 3.

The software approach used in this framework (see Figure 3) is based upon application tasks, similar in structure to ConcurTaskTrees [16], which can achieve the high level goals of the system (e.g. monitoring some sensor streams, notifying the user about relevant events) while remaining interaction style independent. The Interaction Manager component is responsible for mediating the choice of interaction configuration using the techniques discussed in Section 5; this includes connecting the tasks to appropriate input and output devices as well as instantiating supporting subtasks required.

![Figure 3. System Architecture](image)

The system includes a representation of policies which can specify rules to coordinate the presence of application tasks within the system. The Interaction Manager may be triggered by these policies; either as a result of ongoing policy review or as a result of changes made by the user to the policies. The interaction manager relies upon a Service Discovery system to determine the available devices it may use. Several configuration techniques can be used by the interaction manager to perform this role.

Configuration techniques may further rely on additional information (such as usage history or contextual information) or may initiate further interactions with the user (in the case of human driven techniques). The interaction manager may additionally be triggered to review the choice of configuration by the techniques currently in use – allowing rapid reconfiguration when necessary.

We have implemented an initial prototype of this framework, including the interaction manager, which has been demonstrated to be able to use several of the techniques discussed (in Section 5). The framework is currently being developed to add more techniques and allow them to be used as well as structural support for combinations of techniques in election schemes.

![Figure 4. Prototype Demonstrator](image)

An early demonstrator application built on this framework is shown in Figure 4. This demonstrator is capable of selecting an appropriate interaction technique for a monitoring task from a set of available interaction techniques. In this demonstrator the temperature is to be presented to the user on one or more of 3 devices; a console, an emulated TV and a speech synthesis system (hosted on an emulated mobile device). The system can choose which of the devices to deliver the temperature information to based on their availability, user preferences or the user’s location with the ability to switch between selection techniques at runtime.

The features that need to be supported in requirements methods for home care have been identified. An application is being prototyped in conjunction with stakeholders that can act as a tool to support many of the features described in Section 4. Case studies such as the scenario in Section 2.4 are being used to explore and validate how these features can support the process of evolving, multi-stakeholder requirements. In particular, we are working with stakeholders to evaluate the process of deferring requirements as care needs change over time.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper argues that due to the dynamic nature of home care, novel methods are required for the development of home care systems. The paper details the features that characterise home care and illustrates the complexity of the home care domain. It suggests several features that should be available in requirements engineer-
ing for home care technology and describes methods for system support for interaction evolution in home care systems.

Future work on the requirements engineering techniques will involve continued development of a tool and case studies to validate the value of the features detailed in Section 4. Development of the computer-based support will focus on implementation of support for management of multiple evaluation functions concurrently as well as allowing combinations of evaluation functions to be used together.

We believe that the approach of explicitly modelling evaluation criteria as functional components allows for a more consistent approach as well as more flexible combinations of criteria. We have implemented a prototype incorporating these ideas in the home care domain. Our current prototype is capable of reacting to changes in context and user preferences and determining the correct output modality and device to use based on the results of voters.

We are continuing to develop our ideas and concepts within the home care domain and specifically with interaction methods as it offers a rich variety of challenges such as highly dynamic and complex environments which change over time but this research is applicable in principle to a wider range of situations involving multiple stakeholders and decision making within interactive systems.
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